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Cloud solutions from
Vodat International
Invest in faster, more flexible enterprise
cloud solutions
Many industries are increasingly experiencing the benefits
of investments in enterprise cloud technology, as they look to
make critical business decisions faster and more cost effectively.
Scalable, pay-as-you-use private cloud solutions provide organisations with flexibility, avoiding the prohibitive
structure of up-front costs and inflexible IT that prevent you from providing the products and services your
customers demand.
Whether it’s for hosting, back-up, replication or disaster recovery (DR) purposes, cloud services represent the
solution for the modern, forward-thinking enterprise looking to build agility
into their operations.

How does it work?
Companies that deploy our private cloud service do not have to
own IT infrastructure or servers to run their business applications
and enterprise data.
Our private, virtual cloud guarantees organisations connectivity,
security and performance, with default firewall rules for each
individual user. The key features of the service are the virtual and
physical servers, which are available in a variety of configurations
and compute sizes.
Users can self serve or benefit from our fully-managed service.

Why Vodat?
We provide exemplary customer support, and our mission is to
be part of your strategic planning process.
Companies can use the services they want, when they want –
supported by a high-speed network that promises scalability,
security and substantial support.
Vodat has a track record of success in the retail and
hospitality sectors, and we are quick to market with the latest
advancements in network and cloud solutions to help your
business grow.

KE Y BENEFITS OF
VO DAT C LO U D
S O LU T I O N S
Compliance – trust Vodat
to help you meet the latest
regulations
Speed and simplicity, with
rapid set-up times
Scalable – to help better
manage peak trading
On-demand so merchants use
and pay for what they need
Flexibility – managed
service or self-serve
Secure and innovative
Pay-as-you-go
commercial model
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Cloud hosting gives
organisations more
control and flexibility,
and is highly cost efficient

Back-up and
disaster recovery
Tech outages can seriously impact business
continuity, but with cloud-based disaster recovery
solutions, organisations are suitably protected.
Businesses must innovate and find new ways to
delight their customers, but preparation and back-up
is crucial in a data and tech-led business landscape.
As high-profile enterprise tech failures have
highlighted, organisations can benefit from
comprehensive DR processes to enable business
continuity. We provide flexible on-premise, cloud and
hybrid DR solutions to meet these needs.

Hosting
Cloud hosting gives organisations more control and
flexibility, and is highly cost efficient.
We provide server and hardware hosting within four
prime data centre locations, as well as fully-managed
private virtual and hardware hosting through our
strategic partnerships.
Companies with an international footprint can
access data centres by territory, allowing them
to meet local data privacy needs and run local
applications seamlessly.

Vodat provides flexible
on-premise, cloud
and hybrid disaster
recovery solutions

To find out more about our cloud solutions, contact us on
+44 (0)161 4061820 or email: info@vodat-int.com

